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Motion planning of planar and redundant underwater
serial link manipulator based on minimization

of energy consumption

The article describes motion planning of an underwater redundant manipulator
with revolute joints moving in a plane under gravity and in the presence of obsta-
cles. The proposed motion planning algorithm is based on minimization of the total
energy in overcoming the hydrodynamic as well as dynamic forces acting on the ma-
nipulator while moving underwater and at the same time, avoiding both singularities
and obstacle. The obstacle is considered as a point object. A recursive Lagrangian
dynamics algorithm is formulated for the planar geometry to evaluate joint torques
during the motion of serial link redundant manipulator fully submerged underwater.
In turn the energy consumed in following a task trajectory is computed. The pres-
ence of redundancy in joint space of the manipulator facilitates selecting the optimal
sequence of configurations as well as the required joint motion rates with minimum
energy consumed among all possible configurations and rates. The effectiveness of
the proposed motion planning algorithm is shown by applying it on a 3 degrees-of-
freedom planar redundant manipulator fully submerged underwater and avoiding a
point obstacle. The results establish that energy spent against overcoming loading
resulted from hydrodynamic interactions majorly decides the optimal trajectory to
follow in accomplishing an underwater task.

1. Introduction

The two-third of the earth’s surface is covered by the sea, and an abundant
amount of resources are preserved within it. To recover these resources, undersea
exploration has become important in recent years. Recovery of materials/resources
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from inaccessible underwater environment, underwater robots like the autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs), and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) equippedwith
underwater manipulators are employed. Few other applications as well include
material handling and rescue, pipeline maintenance and welding of underwater
structure, underwater operations etc. For the complex applications in many cases,
manipulators require to have joint-space redundancy to reach complex or narrow
areas. One of the most important aspects of the underwater manipulator operation
is to plan trajectories such that energy demand is minimized, because the energy
available in underwater vehicle manipulator system is limited. This article presents
such a motion planning approach for planar underwater manipulator with joint-
space redundancy in order to minimize energy consumption.

Literature presents several approaches to resolve redundancy inmotion plan-
ning of the serial-link redundant manipulator and various mathematical tools are
available for that. Moore-Penrose Generalized Inverse [1] is a commonly used
tool. Motion planning of serial link redundant manipulators considering different
kinematic and dynamic criteria such as torque optimization, time minimization,
obstacle avoidance, energy optimization, and other objective functions are pro-
posed in the literature [2–4]. Authors of [2] presented a method considering the
manipulator dynamic for a time-optimal motion planning. Authors of [3] proposed
a trajectory planning method that satisfies the dynamic equations of the system.
Authors of [4] developed a jerk-bounded trajectory for an industrial robot.

Available literature sparsely considered motion/trajectory planning of un-
derwater robotic systems [5–8]. Ref. [5] used a pseudoinverse method to re-
solve the task priority based redundancy for an autonomous Underwater Vehicle-
Manipulator System (UVMS) by using a kinematic approach. For an underwater
robotic vehicle system, authors of [6] presented a robust trajectory control approach
for redundancy resolution. Authors of [7] described genetic algorithm (GA) based
planning for finding a safe path with minimized energy cost in presence of strong
currents and proposed the method to avoid getting trapped by local minima. Au-
thors of [8] presented a coordinated motion planning algorithm for autonomous
underwater vehicle manipulator system to minimize the hydrodynamic drag force
acting on the system.

For dynamic based trajectory planning, the study of dynamics of underwater
manipulators is needed; however literature presents a limited discussion on this [9–
11]. Among them, majority described the hydrodynamic modelling in rigid body
frame work using empirical formulations. Hydrodynamic modelling expressed in
literature is characterized by three dominant effects namely, inertial effect, hydro-
dynamic drag and buoyancy [9–12]. In the fluid mechanics literature the standard
empirical expressions for the hydrodynamic forces are available which are used
by different researchers for underwater manipulator modelling [10, 13]. Among
the hydrodynamic drags forces, the most dominant component, i.e. the pressure
drag is discussed in [10] for application in underwater manipulator. The other non-
dominant/negligible component of the hydrodynamic drag forces such as the skin
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friction drag, is not generally considered in the formulation. The hydrodynamic
forces (drag force and added mass/inertia forces) are function of the instantaneous
configuration of the underwater manipulator. In most of the above mentioned
literatures, the dynamic algorithms are either based on Newton Euler (NE) or
on Lagrange-Euler (LE) approach. Exceptionally, authors of [13] applied Kane’s
method in deriving the dynamics for underwater manipulator.

This article considers trajectory planning of a stationary-base planar underwa-
ter manipulator with revolute joints based on minimization of the total energy in
overcoming dynamic and hydrodynamic forces in underwater scenario. During the
motion planning, obstacle and singularity avoidances are also considered. Here,
a new approach for computation of dynamics of underwater planar manipulator
is developed based on a recursive Lagrangian formulation and then used for per-
forming the underwater motion planning. The derivation of dynamics algorithm
was motivated by the recursive Lagrangian method proposed in [14] for aerial
manipulator. The formulation is used for the torque and power calculation during
trajectory planning. Empirical formulations found in standard literature [11, 12, 15]
are employed for pressure drag and added mass computations for the moving links
of the manipulator. Eventually an algorithm is presented here that generates the
desired trajectory of the redundant underwater manipulator with revolute joints
such that total energy of operation is minimized and the manipulator steer clears a
point obstacle present within workspace and in the same time keeps distance from
occurrence of possible singularities. In majority of practical scenarios, redundancy
is present in a single plane, while in spatial applications, other planes do not gener-
ally contain redundant motions. This article primarily emphasizes on establishing
the principle of energy optimum motion planning for redundant underwater ma-
nipulators. Hence, to avoid complexities of spatial mechanisms, a planar problem
is chosen here, which adequately address the said principle of motion planning of
underwater manipulator.

The next section describes the definitions of different hydrodynamic forces
acting on manipulators. Then, it presents the recursive Lagrangian dynamics
algorithm, followed by the principles of obstacle and singularity avoidance. Then,
the proposed trajectory planning algorithm is formulated and presented. In the last
section, simulation of a case study of a planar three degrees of freedommanipulator
is presented and discussed. The article is then concluded stating effectiveness of
the proposed method and the future work being taken up.

2. Hydrodynamic forces on links

In the present analysis, hydrodynamic forces of interaction are modelled in
the rigid body mechanics framework based on empirical formulation found in the
literatures. The hydrodynamic added mass/inertia force, hydrodynamic drag force
and buoyancy force are found to be the main contributor to the net hydrodynamic
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effect. In the following, the definitions of these force components are stated briefly.
Throughout the paper, the words ‘fluid’ and ‘water’ are synonymously used.

2.1. Drag force

When a body moves within a fluid (fully or partially submerged) it experiences
dissipative resistances, which are generally called hydrodynamic drag. The domi-
nating component of the net drag force comes from pressure drag and other drag
forces are usually neglected (see [10]). The hydrodynamic drag force is a function
of link joint angles, link geometry, drag coefficients, density of fluid and relative
link velocities with respect to fluid and expressed as in Eq. (1).

fd = −0.5ρCd A vn vn , (1)

where A represent the projected area of the link geometry normal to the velocity,
vn is the normal velocity component in base frame, Cd is the drag coefficient,
ρ is the density of water. The drag coefficient value for different types of standard
geometry and flow conditions can be found in [14] and appropriately chosen in
the present formulation. The negative sign indicates the direction of drag being
opposite to velocity direction.

2.2. Added mass

When a body (such as a link of the underwater manipulator) is accelerated or
deceleratedwithin a fluidmedium, that causes a certain amount of surrounding fluid
also to be accelerated or decelerated along with the body. The force, responsible to
accelerate/decelerate the surrounding fluid generates a reaction force on the object,
opposite to the direction of motion of the object or link. This opposite force acting
on the accelerating/decelerating body due to the fluid interaction is known as added
mass/inertia force. The added mass forces and moments are derived by applying
potential theory. Here, assumptions are made that fluid is inviscid, irrotational and
incompressible [15]. The force/moment being proportional to the mass/inertia of
the surrounding fluid causes an increase in perceived effective mass/inertia of the
moving submerged body. This additional inertia component is known as Added
Mass or Added Inertia. The added mass also contributes to added Coriolis and
centripetal forces. Formulation for computing the added mass/inertia of bodies of
common shape and sizes are available in standard literature [11, 15].

For a cylindrical rigid body of mass mi diameter di and length Li, in planar
application where gravitational force acting in Y -axis and Z-axis is out of plane,
the empirically derived added mass coefficients are represented as follows:

MA = −diag {Xù, Yv̀, Nr̀ } , (2)

where, Xù=− 0.05mi; Yv̀=− πρ(di/2)2Li; Nr̀=− πρ(di/2)2L3
i /12 and MA∈R

3×3.
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Xù is the added mass coefficient along the length of the link, according to
the chosen body-fixed frame. The above empirical expressions (for practical appli-
cations) are obtained from the generalized derivation for spatial underwater case
in [11, 15].

2.3. Restoring forces

A submerged body in a fluid experiences two other dominant forces, namely
gravity and buoyancy force. They are commonly named as restoring forces. The
buoyancy force is due to the hydrostatic effect, i.e., it is independent of the relative
movement between the fluid and body. These forces act at the centre of buoyancy
of the body, which is equivalently the centre of mass of fluid displaced by the body.
The weight W and buoyancy force B are expressed in the body-fixed frame by

fg = −iR0



0
W


,

fB = iR0



0
B


,

(3)

where iR0 is the planar rotation matrix from base frame {0} to the link frame {i} of
the i-th link.

3. Recursive Lagrangian dynamics

Using total kinetic energy K and total potential energy P of the system, the
functional Lagrangian L is formed:

L = K − P . (4)

The joint angles of the serial link manipulator qi, where qi is the i-th element
of the vector q ∈ Rn, are chosen as the generalized coordinates.

For an underwater manipulator system, the total kinetic energy is the summa-
tion of the kinetic energy of manipulator and kinetic energy of moving surrounding
water. Drag force present in the system is of dissipative in nature, and the consid-
eration of all velocity dependent dissipative forces in the system is solved using
Raleigh Dissipation Potential function. Hence the dynamic model for underwater
moving body system based on Lagrange–Euler formulation is obtained as Eq. (5)
in the below.

d
dt

(
∂L

∂q̇i

)
−
∂L

∂qi
+
∂F

∂q̇i
= τi ; i = 1, . . . , n , (5)

where, τi are the generalized forces and qi are the generalized coordinates to

describe the configuration and F is a Raleigh Dissipation function, such that
∂F

∂q̇i
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represents the velocity dependent drag force. Buoyancy force term is included along
with the gravity force in the total potential energy term P.

Fig. 1 describes the geometry and nomenclature for link-i of the manipulator
describing the different parameters of the link. The frame {i} on the link-i is attached
at the distal end of the link. ci is the centre of mass of link-i, r̄i ∈ R2 is position of
centre of mass and pi ∈ R

2 is the position of the frame {i}, all expressed in base
frame. For ease of description using conventional notation, the link geometries are
shown in a 3-D space in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Representation of link-i, which rotates on joint-i. Joint-i connects link-(i−1) and link-i.
Frame-i is located on the axis of joint (i+1)

The torques on each joint are evaluated using recursive Lagrangian formula-
tion. The velocities are computed in the forward recursion, while the forces/torques
are estimated in the backward recursion [16]. Thus, for the n link completely
submerged manipulator, the Lagrangian L is defined as

L =

n∑
i=1

tr
(

1
2

MiViVT
i

)
−

n∑
i=1
Pi , (6)

where, Vi =

[
vi
ωi

]
∈ R3; vi ∈ R2 is the linear velocity in x−y plane and ωi ∈ R

1 is

the angular velocity about Zi−1 axis of link-i in base frame.
Mi =MRi+MAi;MRi andMAi are rigid body and addedmass inertia matrices

respectively. For the planar case, all of MRi, MAi ∈ R
3×3.
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The equations of motion are thus derived using the Euler-Lagrange formula-
tion, as described in the following.

d
dt

(
∂L

∂q̇i

)
=

n∑
j=i

tr
1
2


Mj

d
dt

(
∂(Vj )
∂q̇i

)
Vj

T +Mj

∂Vj

∂q̇i

d (Vj
T )

dt

+Mj

d (Vj )
dt

∂Vj
T

∂q̇i
+MjVj

d
dt

(
∂(Vj )
∂q̇i

)
(7)

and

∂L

∂qi
=

n∑
j=i

tr
1
2


Mj

∂Vj

∂qi
Vj

T + MjVj

∂Vj
T

∂qi



−

n∑
j=i

(
m j − ρVj

)
gT
∂(Pj−1 +

0Rj
jsc j )

∂qi
, (8)

where g is gravitational force.
Using the following properties (see derivation in [16])

(i)
∂Vj

∂qi
=

d
dt

(
∂Vj

∂q̇i

)
(for the present planar case) and

(ii) tr
(
A BT

)
= tr

(
B AT

)
, where A, B ∈ R3×3 are two matrices)

and on rearranging the terms, the total joint torque for joint-i is obtained as

τi =
n∑
j=i

tr


∂Vj

∂q̇i

d (VT
j )

dt
Mj



− gT
n∑
j=i

(
m j − ρVj

) ∂ (
Pj−1 +

0Rj−1
j−1Sc j

)
∂qi

+
∂Fi
∂q̇i

. (9)

The last term in Eq. (9) is the torque due to drag forces on link-i, τdi =
∂Fi
∂q̇i

evaluated from the velocity dependent Rayleigh dissipation function, Fi.
The net joint torque at joint i(= l) due to drag forces is contributed by the

torques due to drag forces experienced by all the links beyond for i = l to n. Thus,
at joint i(= l), the net dissipation energy due to all links (i = l to n) is represented

by Fl =
1
3

n∑
i=l

Civ
3
ci, where, vci is the normal velocity component on the link-i

expressed in base the frame and Ci =
1
2
ρCdi Ai. Ai is the projected area and Cdi is

the drag coefficient for the i-th link. Values of Cdi for some regular geometries are
available in literature (such as [12, 15]).
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For a link (i = l), evaluating the centre of drag point [17] and expressing Jdl
as the Jacobian at the centre of drag point, joint torque due to drag forces, τdl can
be arranged as

τdl =
n∑
i=l

Civ2
ci

∂vci
∂q̇i
=

n∑
i=l

1
2
ρCdi Aiv2

ci

∂vci
∂q̇i

or

τdl = [a1×l]l JdlT fdl +
n∑

j=l+1

[
a1×j

]
l
JdjT fdj

(10)

where fdi = Civ2
ci represents the resultant drag force on link-i, Jdi ∈ R2×n is an

2 × n dimensional matrix for planar manipulator.
[a1×j]l ∈ R1×j denotes a j-dimensional row vector with 1 in the l-th entry and

rest of the elements equal 0 [16]. i and j are the indices, varying from 1 to n.
The gravity and buoyancy related term,

gT
n∑
j=i

(
m j − ρVj

) ∂ (
Pj−1 +

0Rj−1
j−1Sc j

)
∂qi

can be rearranged and written in a recursive form as gT
∂ βi
dqi

, where,

βi = (mi − ρVi) 0Ri−1
i−1sci + (mi+1 − ρVi+1) Pi + βi+1,

Vi is the displaced water volume due to link−i, mi is the mass of link-i and
i−1sci ∈ R2 is the position vector of the centre of mass of link-i in frame i−1.

The iteration for torque computations starts from i = n, moves backward and
terminates after i = 1.

A t = n, βn = (mn − ρVn) 0Rn−1
n−1scn, having mi+1 = 0, Vi+1 = 0, and

βi+1 = 0. Again at i = 1, β1 = (m1 − ρV1) 0R0
0sc1 + (m2 − ρV2) P1 + β2.

The entire computation for the joint torques can be structured in a recursive
fashion as in the following algorithm.

The algorithm first computes the velocities in the forward recursion, followed
by torque computation in the backward recursion.

Forward Recursion:



vi+1

ωi+1


=



1 0 Ki,i+1_y

0 1 −K i,i+1_x

0 0 1





vi
ωi


+ [ěi+1 + z̃i+1] q̇i+1 ,

Vi+1 = Di,i+1Vi + [ěi+1 + z̃i+1] q̇i+1 ,
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where
vi+1 ∈ R

2 and ωi+1 ∈ R
1,

q̇i+1 is the joint rate of joint-(i+1),
s̄i is the vector from the centre of mass of the i-th link to the (i+1)-th joint,
sci is the vector from i-th joint to the centre of mass of the i-th link (see Fig. 1),
s̄i + sc i+1 = Ki,i+1,

Di,i+1 =



1 0 Ki,i+1_y

0 1 −K i,i+1_x

0 0 1


,

Ki,i+1_x and Ki,i+1_y are the x and y components of the position vector Ki,i+1.

ěi+1 = z̃i+1 ×



sc i+1

0


(cross product of the two vectors results into the vector

representing velocity direction at centre of mass of the (i+1)-th link due to angular
motion at joint (i + 1)), and z̃i+1 = [0 0 1]T is the unit vector along the axis of
rotation of the (i+1)-th joint, which is normal to the plane of motion.

Backward recursion:

τi = tr
[
∂Vi

∂q̇i
BBBi

]
+

n∑
j=i+1

tr
[
∂Vj

∂q̇i
BBB j

]
− gT

∂ βi
∂qi
+ τdi,

where, BBBi =
d (Vi

T )
dt

Mi

and

τdi = [a1×i]i JdiT fdi +
n∑

j=i+1

[
a1×j

]
i
JdjT fdj .

At each step of forward recursion, velocity is evaluated and term τi is calculated
in backward recursion using BBBi, βi and fdi from link i = n to 1. BBBi, βi and fdi are
computed in the backward direction from link i = n to 1 and their computations
are terminated when i = 0. For i > n, there exists no link and βi, BBBi and fdi
become zero.

4. Obstacle and singularity avoidance

Obstacle avoidance becomes necessary in presence of any obstacle within the
workspace of the manipulator while completing a motion task. Obstacle avoidance
is activated when there a possibility of collision with obstacles is identified. This
additional task is used for redundancy resolution and solved by using configuration
control. To derive the obstacle avoidance algorithm, three processes are needed [18].
First, the critical point on the links (location of the possible point of the collision
on the link) is identified and distances of the critical point to the obstacles are
calculated at every instant of time. In the second step a decision is taken based
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on the distance of links to the obstacle to determine if the additional task of
obstacle avoidance should be activated for the link or not. The third step applies
configuration control for redundancy resolution to find joints rates in avoiding the
obstacle. Fig. 2 shows the link-i and obstacle- j model and their positions and the
location of the critical point. The critical distance hi j between link-i and obstacle- j
is obtained as in Fig. 2 as

hi j =
hi − pj

 , (11)

where hi is the position vector of the critical point (Hi) on link-i, which is obtained
by projection of obstacle on the link. As shown in Fig. 2, the critical point (Hi) may
also be below the point Bi or above Ti, depending on the position of the obstacle
and accordingly Bi or Ti will become a critical point.

 

 

o 
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Y 
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Link i 

  

  

Fig. 2. Collision detection between link-i and object- j

Singularity avoidance is incorporated by taking an approach that joint velocity
should not attain an extremely high velocity. Singularity avoidance is mathemati-
cally expressed such that the manipulator end-effector Jacobian does not become
ill-conditioned. Thus for obstacle avoidance for each link-i the second criterion
(additional task) is expressed as a function

zi = f i (q, t) = R j − hi j , (12)

where R j is the radius of a circular safe region made around the obstacle centre.
The secondary criterion of the obstacle avoidance guarantees that the links steer
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clear of the safe region. The secondary tasks’ desired rate is zero on the boundary
of the safety region and expresses as Eq. (13).

żdi = 0. (13)

Now if x is the coordinate of the end effector in task space, then the primary
task of reachability of the manipulator as well as the secondary task or additional
task described by ż are required to be satisfied.

x = f (q) , (14)
ẋ = Jeq̇ , (15)
ż = Jcq̇ . (16)

If ẋd and żd represent the desired velocities of the main task and additional task
respectively, then the joint velocity q̇ are evaluated in such a way that the primary
main task errors and secondary tasks errors are minimized. In the formulation of
the cost function, the singularity avoidance is taken care by penalizing high joint
rates. Applying the configuration control method the composite cost function to be
minimized is formulated [18] as below

F =
(
Jeq̇ − ẋd

)T
We

(
Jeq̇ − ẋd

)
+ q̇TWvq̇

+
(
Jcq̇ − żd

)T
Wc

(
Jcq̇ − żd

)
, (17)

where, We, Wc, and Wv are positive definite weighting matrix with appropriate
matrix dimensions. After the minimization of the above function F the joint rates
are evaluated as

q̇ =
(
JeTWeJe + JcTWcJc +Wv

)−1 (
JeTWeẋd + JcTWc żd

)
. (18)

5. Optimization formulation and evaluation

The optimization problem is formulated for the trajectory trackingmotion plan-
ning with minimum energy to overcome the dynamic and hydrodynamic forces of
interaction acting on the links while avoiding an obstacle as well as singularity con-
figurations. The solution for redundancy resolution is obtained by choosing only
those configurations which minimize energy against all the dynamic and hydro-
dynamic effects under given constraints of manipulator end effect or reachability,
and avoidance of singularity and obstacle. By using the recursive Lagrangian al-
gorithm the joint torques, τi are calculated, and instantaneous dynamic power can
be evaluated as in the below:

P (q, q̇, q̈, t) =
n∑
i=1
|τi | |q̇i | , (19)
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where P is the power which is function of joint angles, joint angular velocities and
joint angular accelerations. The motion planning task for n degree-of-freedom ma-
nipulator is then formulated as a constrained optimization problem using Eq. (14)
and Eq. (18). Objective is to minimize the total energy in accomplishing the desired
task with specified reachability and end motion conditions.

min
q

t f∫
t0

P (q, q̇, q̈, t) dt

Subject to

x = f (q(t)) ,

q̇(t) =
(
JeT We Je + JcT Wc Jc +Wv

)−1
JeTWeẋ ,

qil < qi < qiu ,

where, i = 1 to n.
The optimization procedure is described as in the below.
1. Define a trajectory from position x1 to xN+1 = xd with N intervals in time

T seconds.
2. Find the inverse kinematic for initial position x1 assuming the angle of

initial posture q1.
3. Calculate the end effector velocity ẋk at the time instant k.
4. Find the joint rates q̇k usingEq. (18) considering the singularity and obstacle

avoidance algorithm as
(a) q̇k =

(
JeTWeJe + JcTWcJc +Wv

)−1 (
JeTWeẋdk + JcTWc żdk

)
5. Evaluate the forces and torques
6. Repeat step (2) to (5) for k = 1, . . . , N
7. Evaluate total energy and store
8. Change the initial posture by small angle ∆q1 and repeat step (2) to (8) until

q1 reaches the maximum joint range angle.
9. Find minimum energy and corresponding manipulator configurations.
In this article, a serial link manipulator with only revolute joints is considered

for the motion planning. A planar exemplar demonstration through simulation is
chosen for ease of computation, since the objective of this article is to establish the
principle of the proposed underwater motion planning. The recursive Lagrangian
algorithm (formulated for planar application only) is used to compute the inverse
dynamics (due to dynamic and hydrodynamic loading) of the manipulator, which
is used for determination of joint torques (τ) for instantaneous power evaluation
in Eq. (19). The optimization process gives the output trajectories in joint space
while the end effector of the manipulator follow a path in the Cartesian task space
defined by Eq. (14).
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6. Simulation: Result and discussion

The optimization method described in previous section is applied on a 3
degrees-of-freedom (DOF) planar underwater manipulator moving in a vertical
plane against the gravity in fully submerged condition. The links of the underwater
manipulator are assumed as right circular cylindrical objects with link-lengths
0.5 m, 0.4 mand0.3 m respectively, link diameters being 0.080 m.Themanipulator
links are approximately neutrally buoyant with the mass of links taken as 2.5 kg,
2.0 kg and 1.5 kg respectively. It is assumed that the end effector of the underwater
manipulator follows a straight-line path in the task space, from a starting point
(0.50 m, 0.80 m) to a goal point (−0.30 m, 0.6 m) with initial and final velocity
as zero and in time of 1 second following a cubic polynomial in the task space
trajectory. The gravity acts in negative y-direction and buoyancy in the positive y-
direction and both act at the centre of mass of each link. In simulation environment,
obstacle is assumed as a point object and is kept at (0.0 m, 0.30 m) and radius of
safe circle region is taken as 0.05 m. Simulations are carried out in Matlab®(from
MathWorks Inc.). The results are plotted and described in the Figs. 3 to 16. The
series of manipulator configurations corresponding to the minimum total energy
consumed against overcoming the underwater forces (dynamic and hydrodynamic)
is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Series of manipulator configurations corresponding to minimum
total energy while the end effector follows a Cartesian straight line path

and avoiding obstacle and singularity

Fig. 4 shows the instantaneous total power requirement corresponding to total
minimum-energy motions against various non-optimal motions during the Carte-
sian straight line path following. The red solid line represents the power curve for
minimum energymotion tracking and the rest green lines represent the power curve
corresponding to non-optimal energy motion tracking. The optimal configurations
(joint angles) and joint rates are reported in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for instantaneous total power requirement
during the Cartesian straight line path following. The solid red line

shows power corresponding to the minimum energy motion
while solid green lines represent non-optimal motions
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Fig. 5. Joint angles corresponding to minimum energy motion planning

Similarly, torque on joints corresponding to minimum energy motion is shown
in Fig. 7.

The drag forces and their directions on the links corresponding to minimum
energy configurations are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. These two figures show
instantaneous configurations at time instances of 0.4 s and 0.5 s respectively,
where, the change in drag forces are distinctly visible on the distal link even in the
short time interval, however, the changes are less prominent on the other links –
this is reasoned to be due to energy minimization effect.

From Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, it is clear that the drag forces direction on link 1
(base first link) always act in one direction while on link 2 and link 3 the drag force
directions vary according to the absolute motion directions and velocity component
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Fig. 6. Joint angular velocities corresponding
to minimum energy motion planning
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Fig. 7. Joints torque corresponding to minimum
energy motion planning
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Fig. 8. Drag force distributions on links
corresponding to minimum energy at 0.4 s. The
blue, green and red arrows represent the pressure
drag on link-1, link-2 and link-3 respectively
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Fig. 9. Drag force distributions on links
corresponding to minimum energy at 0.5 s

perpendicular to the links. It is apparent that situations may arrive where drag force
may aid in lowering net power consumption and thus motion planning may be
suitably carried out utilizing these possibilities.

Fig. 10 shows the net velocities acting on strips of the links in global frame
at time step 0.75 s while Fig. 11 shows the pressure drags acting on strips perpen-
dicular to the links. Although the resultant velocities (as shown in Fig. 10) show
continuity from link to link, due to different instantaneous link configurations, the
normal components show discontinuity, as shown in Fig. 11. Other non-significant
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contribution to total drag (including drift and skin effects) are neglected in the
present study.

Fig. 12 shows the instantaneous power requirement at different instant of
motion to overcome only the hydrodynamic drag for different non-optimal and
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Fig. 12. Instantaneous power requirement, overcoming only hydrodynamic
drag force for various non-optimal motions and minimum-energy motion.
The blue solid lines are drag power corresponding to non-optimal energies

while red solid line is corresponding to the minimum
total energy trajectory
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minimum-energy motions. The red solid line represents the drag power corre-
sponding to the minimum total energy trajectory and blue solid lines correspond
to non-optimal energy trajectory. Similarly, Fig. 13 shows the power curve due to
the added mass effect during the motion. From the results it is inferred that energy
required in overcoming the hydrodynamic drag forces alone or added mass forces
alone are not necessarily the minimum for the minimum total energy trajectory.
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Fig. 14. Series of configuration corresponding to
minimum energy motion planning when the
singularity avoidance is not considered,
however, obstacle avoidance is in force

Figs. 14 and 15 depict with the case, when singularity avoidance is not invoked
– it shows the effect of not considering the singularity check. It is accomplished by
assigning negligible values to the weighting matrix Wv (refer to Eq. (18)). Fig. 14
shows the configurations, whereas Fig. 15 plots the joint angular velocity demands.
It is apparent and natural that velocity demands become high near the singular
configurations, which arise near the end of trajectory in the chosen simulation.

Another case is studied where obstacle avoidance is not considered (see
Fig. 16). The corresponding weighting matrix Wc in Eq. (18) assumes negligi-
ble values. The result (series of configurations) is shown in Fig. 16. It is clear
that the manipulator links penetrate the safe-circle around the obstacle when the
obstacle avoidance criterion is not considered in the motion planning algorithm.

Table 1 presents contributions of energy requirements in overcoming drag
forces and added inertia forces for different trajectories, total time spanning 1.2 s,
1.5 s, 2.0 s and 2.5 s for the motion task considered in the exemplar simulation
for minimum energy trajectory. For high velocities the hydrodynamic drag plays a
dominant role being proportional to cube of velocity and drag also exhibits large
variation all along the trajectory.
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Fig. 15. Joint angular velocity corresponding to minimum energy motion planning when the
singularity avoidance is not considered, however, obstacle avoidance is in force
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Fig. 16. Series of manipulator configuration when the obstacle
avoidance criterion is not considered during the motion planning

of manipulator

Table 1.
Drag and Added mass energy contribution in trajectory planning for different total time durations

Total Trajectory Time (s) Drag Energy Contribution (%) Added Mass Energy
Contribution (%)

1.0 43.39 41.27
1.2 24.3 40.9
1.5 10.1 43.4
2.0 5.51 54.1
2.5 3.2 52.3
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7. Conclusions

This article presents the motion planning for redundant serial link underwater
manipulator with revolute joints. The motion planning method, for fully submerged
manipulator, is based onminimization of total energy spent in overcoming hydrody-
namic and dynamic forces. The presented algorithm includes measures for obstacle
and singularity avoidances. In order to present the principle of the motion planning
method, without loss of much generality, this article considers only a planar ma-
nipulator, moving in a vertical plane underwater and under gravity. Hence, all the
formulations for kinematics and dynamics computations are derived for the planar
application only. The use of standard empirical formulations for hydrodynamics
forces of interactions (namely, added inertia force/ torque, drag forces and buoyancy
forces) from standard literature enables us to cast the problem from fluid mechanics
domain to rigid body mechanics framework. Thus, a recursive Lagrangian dynam-
ics formulation is derived for the underwater planar serial link manipulator with
revolute joints to evaluate the joint torque. These torque values are used to evaluate
the instantaneous power and total energy during execution of a given task. The
developed trajectory planning algorithm is applied in a simulation study, consider-
ing a fully submerged underwater manipulator of planar configuration having three
degrees-of-freedom and moving in a vertical plane. The formulated optimization
algorithm has an inbuilt capacity to take care of avoidance of singularity as well
as point obstacle. Simulation of a line following task by the said manipulator is
carried out and the results are studied in detail to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed motion planning procedure, vis-à-vis the individual effects, namely
drag power and added inertia power. The immediate future work will be devoted
to extend the algorithm for spatial manipulator, fully or partially submerged un-
derwater. Consideration for multiple and moving underwater obstacles will also be
included in the motion planning algorithm, followed by experimental validation of
the presented method on an underwater redundant manipulator.
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